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Outside the Garden 
By Drew T. Noll 

Inside the garden our hard skin shone. Reflections from time stood still 

across our soul, but here in the earth we have only fingernails, and our 

toes. Under each is mud from digging, then wiped across our brows. We 

sweat, which makes us the best runners on the planet, but time now has 

stretched down the road to never-ending, so we keep running. The clay 

that I dig she uses to make pottery; building a fire with technology we just 

knew. How did we learn it? How do we know anything? For what did we 

trade this knowledge of how to sweat, dig, and plow? The clothing on our 
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backs came from somewhere, now tattered and worn. We can see that 

time causes everything to fade no matter how long the nails on our fingers 

try to grow. They’ve become worn down and split digging clay for our cross-

draft kiln, built in the mud, rain running-down. And, regardless of not 

knowing how, I built our kiln too close to a hut made of straw. Before the 

tiled roof, the thatching burnt down, leaving us exposed, almost naked like 

before, to the mistakes we were about to make written above us in the 

night sky.   

In moments like these, we speak together of a time we barely remember, a 

time stopped on the other side of a fence, an unscalable wall. The only way 

back is through social decay, or with unison of passion blazing the way. 

Lightning struck twice in the same place, then again and again reminding us 

of what we forgot. We were spit out from our own design, flailing, falling, 

and failing from grace right through angelic depths and the pain of being 

shrunk; shrunk down like a worm-hole slashing end-over-end, a maelstrom 

inside a black hole beckoning. Inside the fire I see it all, we both do, now 

we, she and I. The joy of time unfolding was once concentrated in one 

blast, a big bang marking our birthing: simple logic—small. Now we sit 

quietly by the light of our heart, twinkling in slow motion as smoke blocks 

our vision into our own future, just so we can hide from that omnipresent, 

unreal call; and then let our imaginations run wild into cascading futures 

unfolding.  

Taking solace in each other, we barely notice our tattered lives built from 

the lost skins of others. Searching in the darkness, we try desperately to 
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become one with each other, clinging from touch to touch as if we were 

separate. But we realize that it is only temporary in time, the warmth that 

we feel. The twinkling smoke across stars will fade as we live, exposing us 

again to the ravages of the day, the schedule of work never done. Our spirit 

has broken, we broke it ourselves, and now we drudge forward singing of 

joy at the end of the day. Shivering in the dark by the light of the fire, we 

wait for redemption built from within—deterioration is all we gain, in our 

minds we all die, while our souls continually sing. To which we cling defines 

each moment, each place we decide to dwell, building life from afar.  

The pottery is beautiful and full; working hard we conquer each turn, 

working softly we caress every blister. In time it will heal; we once lived 

without, and so hurt was unknown and joy unspent, and unreal. Hence, loss 

is always fulfilled … with time unfolding at will. Yes, we willed it to exist, the 

slowing of perfection to time sent down the line in the mail. We caused the 

fall of our race to a dimension wedged down, coils unraveling; a dimension 

fractured with slip locking shut the door to our own manic vision. And, with 

space-time becoming bent, the fire at our feet still says it all. Flickering 

tranquil, it reflects our logic as growth turns to ash, powdering across the 

dust whence we came. We breathe it all in, the dust, ash, and growth, only 

to expel it in the end. Lost in time we are stretching out to our own 

oblivion, colliding with decisions unanswered and the immortality of death.  

Centrifugal force builds a pot on the wheel, spinning out our solar system 

and using time to recollect its path through the chaos we briefly control. 

Kicking the ballast around and around, a rock hewn from stone, the clay 
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molds into life as it spins slip into the shoals—we spilled it, the slip. It falls 

cascading over the edge of the world, spinning spatters onto a wall that 

once had not existed. The pants I never made are wet under my nails. I 

have fingernails now. My skin, having sloughed off, is leftovers smelting in 

an alternate dimension, behind a fence guarded by light. Our skin, hers and 

mine, are comingling into dreams dreamt and dropping in raindrops 

pounding memories all but lost—but still clinging. The clay of our world 

molds and then decays—or we break it into bits in a fit of haze spilling 

across the horizon of our waking.  

The morning keeps coming, bright in the east, urging us down the path we 

once built. We live in the creatures we named all about, before we found 

each other inside our Self. They can’t remember before either, the fauna 

we find, so we ask them daily when we see them, the creatures we built. 

How do we know this? We ask each other, and then we all but forget. Time 

slows out as we slip into it, stretching our new skins to meet each day. The 

world turns and we know we will one day forget this as well, making 3 

dimensions into 2, then 1. From One to 1, we grew down. Nay 6 on the day 

we stopped the absence of time and proceeded along in moments 

divided—and just then a summit descended upon the crown of humanity, 

borealis spreading out, rhyming in rhythm. Others came and come, it is, 

was, and could well be: not until decanted is the rotator smeared, oil and 

words melting out, thawed into excessive unison, can we after maybe tell—

one less day outside the garden. 

Begin again.  


